
AP Summer 2D Design Homework         AP Studio Drawing - Mrs. Lester   

                alester@ridgefieldps.net 

 
AP Studio Art -2D Design 

You must complete three finished 2D Design images over the summer as your AP Studio Art class preparation.  The work 

is about quality take the time necessary to complete work that will be part of your portfolio.  This work will be a portion 

of your “Breadth” section of the portfolio.   The emphasis on this section of work is variety of media, styles, and 

approaches to subject matter.  2D Design is guided by the Principles of Design and the material choice can be very 

broad. Digital, Photography and or traditional approaches are acceptable. See “AP Studio Art/2D Portfolio Rubric” as a 

helpful guide of the quality that is expected. Contact me at any time over the summer through school email.   You can 

even share with me an image if you need advice. These pieces will be critiqued and graded in the fall. 

 

Art materials can be very expensive, start building your own arsenal of supplies in which to complete these and future 
homework assignments, Photographers we will print in August your assignments: 
Oil pastels  Charcoal Watercolors Acrylic /oil paints and mediums  Brushes 
Sketchbook  Color Pencils     Canvas  Assorted Pencils  Pens 
Make sure you have supplies for the summer if you work traditionally!   

 

 2D Design: 

 Review Inspirational Resources link  

 Review the AP Studio Art website and rubric then 
 Complete TWO of the following assignments  

 Complete One free choice assignments realistic or abstract  

 

These assignments can be interpreted anyway you’d like.  Be creative! This is about originality, quality and 

interpretation.  

 

1.   Still Life Objects can relate physically, thematically, or personally. Compose your objects in a dynamic 

way.  Don’t just have the objects in the center of the image.  Consider the background environment. 

 

2.          Portrait could be a Self Portrait, Realistic or Abstract  

  
3.  LANDSCAPE: Create an image where your connection to the environment is evident. Capture the 

beauty or decay of the world around you.  
 

4.  Free Choice: 
 
 


